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Abstract. We report the first realization of interstitial sur-
gery by ultrabright lamp light, on the kidneys and livers of
live animals. A high-flux optic concentrates lamp emis-
sions into an optical fiber for power delivery inside the
body. The trials reveal surgical efficacy comparable to cor-
responding laser fiber optic treatments, as well as pro-
nounced delayed tissue death. © 2006 Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2363354�
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Laser fiberoptic surgery is a minimally invasive technique
for the rapid and localized necrosis of growths in internal
organs.1–4 The considerable cost of laser surgical systems
prompts the quest for less expensive noncoherent photonic
alternatives, especially since the key essential laser character-
istic often is immense power density rather than monochro-
maticity or coherence.

Recently, we demonstrated that highly concentrated solar
radiation can generate the same degree, rate, and type of pho-
tothermal tissue damage as lasers.5 However, its value is re-
stricted by the ephemeral nature of sunlight. Here, we dem-
onstrate the first exploitation of artificial noncoherent light for
photothermal surgery on live rats, with an inexpensive device
as efficacious as many surgical lasers.

A compact tabletop optical system was developed6 �Fig.
1�a�� that reconstitutes the power density from the radiant
plasma of a commercial ultrabright lamp inside an optical
fiber that delivers light inside the body �Figs. 1�b� and 1�c��.
The light source was a 150-W xenon short-arc discharge
lamp,7 with a 2.0-mm electrode gap, which emits an approxi-
mately 6000-K graybody spectrum enhanced by strong xenon
emission peaks at wavelengths from 800 to 1000 nm. This
source is suitable for photothermal surgery because 1. it sub-
sumes visible and near-infrared wavelengths where tissue op-
tical penetration is greatest,1,2 and 2. its brightness is high
enough to provide the required power density, a feat unattain-
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able with other light sources such as light-emitting diodes or
incandescent lamps.

A dual-mirror compact aplanatic optic �Fig. 1�a�� concen-
trates lamp emissions into an optical fiber. The �silvered
specular� reflector contours enable high-flux transfer by elimi-
nating spherical aberration and coma for a relatively small
light source �Fig. 1�a��, and are essentially achromatic. The
analytic equations that describe the reflectors were reported in
Ref. 8. A hemispherical mirror recycles lamp emissions and
heightens delivered power by about 50%.

The fiber had a quartz core diameter of 1.0 mm, a teflon
cladding, and a numerical aperture �NA� of 0.66. The fact that
high power density mandates high NA, i.e., large delivery
angle, follows from the principle of phase space
conservation,9 and limits effective lamp surgery to the fiber
being inside the organ or maintained close to its surface. The
largest NA value in commercially available fibers that are also
transmissive over the lamp’s emission spectrum �350 to
2500 nm� is 0.66. A pragmatic benefit of large-angle fiber
emission is that lamp surgery does not engender the risk of
eye injury to the surgical team.

The fiber was fit snugly into a protective Pyrex sleeve, via
which light was injected to the organs. A sleeve thickness of
about 1 mm separated the fiber tip from the irradiated tissue,
such that the spot size on the tissue was around 2 mm.

Recent ex-vivo lamp surgery experiments6 guided our
choice of irradiation times and flux values for generating im-
mediate necrosis of the order of hundreds of mm3: a compro-
mise between the large lesions often needed in human surgery
and the small size of rat kidney and liver. Lamp surgery with
irradiation times varying from 60 to 240 s and radiative input
from 1.7 to 2.1 W was conducted on the livers and kidneys of
13 anesthetized healthy adult rats divided into groups for his-
topathology examination at 0 �immediate group�, 24, and 48
�delayed group� hours after surgery. Input power was pur-
posely limited toward minimizing the risks of carbonization
while producing sizable necrosis with relatively short expo-
sures. Optical losses from the light source to the net delivered
radiative power were assessed by ray-trace simulation in Ref.
8. Given the additional inefficiency in converting electricity to
utilizable visible and near-IR light of sufficient brightness,7

lamp nominal power ratings of around 100 W and higher are
needed for effective photothermal surgery.

Healthy adult rats of body mass 300 to 400 g were used in
all experiments. The targeted organs were exposed to view
with a longitudinal midline scalpel abdominal incision. Ex-
periments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee of the Soroka Medical Center, Ben-Gurion
University, Beersheva, Israel, and the surgeons underwent the
health protection program for handling research animals. All
organs were irradiated in regions that would not interfere with
large veins, thus avoiding major vascular thrombosis that
could otherwise contribute to lesion size.

Both the thick and thin lobes of the liver were irradiated in
all procedures. Only one kidney was treated in each of the rats
in the delayed group to avoid complete renal failure. For rats
in the immediate group, a single exposure was applied to both
kidneys. Those animals intended for delayed pathology were
revived, and functioned without complication.
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Liver and kidney pathology for all procedures was inves-
tigated with NADH-diaphorase stain. Pathology for the 24
and 48 h groups was also performed with haematoxylin-and-
eosin �H and E� stain for independent confirmation. The H
and E technique was constrained to the delayed group, be-
cause it was previously shown to lead to dramatic underesti-
mates for immediate pathology, the shortfall being mitigated
when histological examination is postponed for 24 h or
longer.10

Pathology revealed the coagulative and ablative tissue
transformations characteristic of laser surgery1–4 �Figs. 1�b�
and 1�c��. Lesion volumes were calculated from the lateral
and longitudinal cross sectional diameters observed in the pa-
thology slides, and varied from 100 to 800 mm3 with shapes
that were roughly hemiellipsoidal for liver and fully ellipsoi-
dal for kidney. In samples where the necrosis traversed the
entire organ, lesion volume was estimated from the linear di-
mensions of the actual asymmetric coagulated region. The
extent of necrosis was distinctly larger after 24 h �Figs. 1�b�
and 1�c�� but did not increase further at 48 h.

For a given time after surgery, the volume of dead tissue
was approximately proportional to both exposure time and
input power. Surgical efficacy E �lesion volume per delivered
light energy� is then a suitable figure of merit for assessing

Fig. 1 Optics, surgical procedure, and pathology on living rats. �a�
Drawing of the compact high-flux optic that concentrates ultrabright
lamp emissions into an optical fiber. Intense noncoherent �white� light
being delivered to the center of �b� the kidney and �c� liver of a live
anesthetized rat, with NADH-diaphorase stain pathology for sections
from rats in the immediate and 24-h groups. Irradiation of 1.9 W was
applied for 60 and 90 s to these kidneys and livers, respectively. Vi-
able tissue stains blue �dark�. Nonviable �necrosed� tissue appears
transparent �color online only�.
and comparing results. Since no significant differences were
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discerned between animals in the 24 and 48 h groups, those
results were lumped into a single delayed category.

We found Ekidney=1.4±0.4 and Eliver=1.0±0.2 mm3/J
immediately after irradiation—values commensurate with cor-
responding results for laser fiberoptic1–4 and solar5 surgery.
For the delayed groups, Ekidney=2.3±0.4 and Eliver

=2.7±1.2 mm3/J. Some lesions traversed the entire liver
lobe �Fig. 1�c��. They represent a lower bound for surgical
efficacy, and account for the relatively large variance in Eliver.

When induced photothermally, delayed tissue death is an
athermal process of sizable degree.11–14 The phenomenon is
only sparsely documented for livers,10–13 and the understand-
ing of the underlying mechanisms is incomplete.12 There are
no analogous results of which we are aware for kidneys.

The comparable efficacy of lamp and laser procedures
stems from their sharing similar optical and biophysical
properties.1–3,5,6 As such, the virtues of lamp surgery relative
to hot-wire techniques, radiofrequency ablation, and cryoab-
lation should be the same as those for laser surgery compared
to the same methods.14

The confluence of maximum-flux optics and the suitability
of ultrabright lamp light for interstitial photothermal surgery
bodes well for the feasibility of a photonic tool that is poten-
tially far less expensive than corresponding laser surgical sys-
tems and offers comparable effectiveness.
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